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Fell

pre-visit notes

BHS

Grips

Gullies

Bare Peat post visit notes

Recently purchased by the Woodland Trust. Gullies
present, areas of grips and bare peat. 33 ha at top end
containing areas of bare peat, gullies & haggs.
Smithills Moor

Higher Knoll

Moses Cocker
Wilcocks

Manor House UPDATE 2014 & 2015

Grips and gully reprofiling done. Some bare peat
associated with pressure around footpaths. Haggs
between Douglas Springs and summit of Winter Hill
have been reprofiled and will be reseeded.

tree planting done woodland revenue
gullies not eroding

Grips will be done. Big reductions in stock numbers
(2200 ewes on 1200 ha in CSS now all off in the winter)
Areas of bare peat along side hatch Brook are revegetating with stock reduction. Can walk up to grips
from cricket ground at White Coppice. SCaMP plan
shows grip blocking, reprofiling and reveg inc geojute.
Grip blocking has a second phase to reprofile the ends
of the grips where they drop into Dean Black Brook not sure if this is funded. UPDATE - experiental gully
blocks and wooden gully protection 'shuttering'
installed winter 2014/5

33 ha patch contains gullies which need none
work. Two main grips above the small
reservoir need work. Bare peat patches a
re small and are at the head of the gullies.
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

none
none

not
eroding
yes

yes
Areas of erosion due to be reseeded
none?
Small area
on
summit
none

yes

yes

Large intense area of grips done on
Withnell Moor in 2013. Wheelton Moor
project may come across onto this
tenancy, so keep in.

Baron's Fold

yes

yes - fire
damage
2011

Land at Piccadilly

SCaMP plan shows grip blocking in one 14ha field on
the east of the road just on the edge of the peat

Done

none

none

none

none

none

SCaMP plan shows grip blocking, need to check if all
done - also some gullies - need to check if eroding
nothing to do - not on the peat

yes
none

yes
none

none
none

Higher Wenshead
UPDATE 2015

yes

none

none

Jubilee Tower - Darwen Hill & Darwen Moor - some
Darwen Hill & Darwen grips south of Dunkershaw Clough appear to be
Moor
blocked

yes

none

none

Cadshaw
Buffs

SCaMP plan shows grip blocking to do, need to check if
this has been done as yet
not on the peat, no SCaMP plan

Done
none

yes
none

Land at Hill Top

yes

yes

none
none
yes lenses
and hagg
edges

Land at Pickup Bank A not on the peat

none

none

none

Oswaldtwistle Moor

peat gripped, but not known yet if blocked as part of
the windfarm development. Turbines completed Jan
13.

yes

none

ELS
ELS

none

yes - not
all done
as yet

Higher Pasture House
New Barn Farm

HLS

Widely spaced grips on Wheelton Moor
still to do, damaged by fire 2 yrs ago, so
vegetation sparse, some heather regen
with cotton grass. Might be a good site
for sphagnum seeding. Measured 1000m
grips and 8.5 ha for the sphagnum
seeding project. Gully work to do along
Dean Black Brook digitised to 2.42 ha,
work completed autumn 2014. Gully work
at Spitlers edge 1.3 ha and bare peat 0.78
ha. Length of path work still to flag - 1.8
km. UPDATE - Funding received from LEF
Autumn 2014, work due to be completed
on path by end March 2015.
HLS

Intensively gripped area with grips blocked under HLS,
but some have pipes beneath the blocks, still gullies
and some grips to do.

Land at Ward's Cote
(part of Manor House) nothing to do

Scheme

none

HLS

10.1 ha area digitised containing gullies
and horizontal grips between them - grips
done, Glynn checking gullies.
HLS
3km grips blocked - UPDATE 2015 additional grip blocking work undertaken
winter 2014
HLS

Grip blocking completed 2 yrs ago. One or
two gullies seen which have steep sides,
but not seen as significant enough for
work. BUT on Cranberry Moss across the
road, 2.42 ha of deep gullying. Grips
already done.

ELS

Some areas intensively gripped but small
grips vegetated. Larger grips (+1 m wide)
running but many blocked with peat
dams. Sphagnum filling pools behind
dams.

Haslingden Moor
Thirteen Stone Hill
Leys End
Land at Far Pike Low
Musbury

Holcombe Moor
Holcombe Moor
Edgerton Moss

peat, grass moor, some heather. No grips to be seen
but may be some eroding gully sides to Deep Clough
some areas of peat, looks like all grass moor
ELS only - some grips on large enclosed grass moor
fields not all on the peat
Large enclosed grass moor with intensive grips - ELS
only
Grips blocked, eroding gullies being tackled

in UELS - mosaic of bare peat and veg
mosaic of bare peat and veg to the W of Black Moss
Spring - ? FIRE
in HLS some areas of intense gripping, few patches of
bare peat and hagg edges

Hoddlesden Moss

Orrell Moss
Aushaw Moss

intense area of gripping
intense area of gripping

Footpath to Oswardtwistle Moor eroding,
wide (+10m) in places. Some stepping
stones but would benefit from more
flagging. Plateau has many pools, those
on slope eroding. Would benefit from
sphagnum seeding. Main watercourse
running down into Deep Clough has some
erosion associated with shelter sites. 0.28
ha erosion associated with footpath. 1.1
ha associated with bare peat - sphagnum
seeding project?

none
none

yes
none

none
none

yes

none

none

ELS

yes
yes

none
yes

none
none

ELS
HLS

no

yes

yes

Mainly pools in a mosaic with cotton
grass. Occ sphagnum & heath spp. Major
area (36.1 ha digitised) of gullying at
Alden Breaks with peat lenses, wide
gullies & erosion to mineral level at Alden
Ratchers. Some erosion on the N slopes
of Bull Hill where the sheep shelter.
UELS

no

yes

yes

UELS

yes

yes

yes

No significant work to be done, grips
vegetated - more to do?

HLS

few

yes ?eroding? none

Viewed from Edgerton Moss. One large
drainage feature.

HLS

yes
yes

none
none

9.9 ha of 6m spaced grips. Not all on deep
peat. Viewed from the road 7/2/14
grip blocking completed

none
none

